
Western Wisconsin Wild Bunch 

Cowboys and Aliens 

Range Rules  

Cowboys and Aliens is a hybrid shooting sport combining some of the best of Cowboy Action shooting 

(CAS) Wild Bunch (WB) and Three Gun.  

All participants are required to fill out a Club liability waiver. 

All participants are required to attend a safety briefing before shooting the stage. 

All participants are required to pay the range fee. 

Loading and unloading benches are provided and MUST be used.  

Eye protection required. Hearing protection strongly advised. 

Rifles: CAS pistol caliber rifle (1873, 1892 etc), a CAS rifle caliber rifle (lever 30-30 or a Single shot 45-70, 

etc.), a Semi-auto modern rifle (AR-15, AK-47, M14, M1 etc.), or your favorite hunting rifle (.22, 30, or 45 

caliber)..no  50 caliber can be used on steel targets..but if you got one..bring it! . Consult with RO before 

engaging to be sure ammo is compatible with steel targets. If not, we will give you something else to 

shoot at! (NO STEEL CORE AMMO on STEEL TARGETS) 

Pistols: Lead bullets preferred on steel targets. No caliber restrictions. Consult with RO before engaging 

to be sure ammo is compatible with steel targets. If not, we will give you something else to shoot at! 

Shotguns: #6 shot or smaller. High powered shot shells, please increase distance between you and the 

steel.  Semi auto/Pump/Lever/Single/Double..anything. 

Targets will consist of: steel plates, steel knockdowns, clay bird throwers and paper. 

Rifle round counts:  1+, Can vary by how many rounds you want to shoot. 

Pistol round counts: Varies by how many guns you can stage or carry. 

Shotgun round counts: Varies by how many shotgun targets you want to shoot at. 

This is not a timed contest. 

Misses are not recorded. 

There are no costume categories. 

There are no age based categories. 

There are no firearm based categories. 



There are NO categories. 

There are NO awards. 

 

Shooter will always inform the range officer (RO) of the number of guns and round counts before 

beginning the stage. 

Range officer will ask if the shooter is ready. 

Shooter will always start the stage by saying the line: “This is going to be so much fun!” 

A Range officer will shadow the shooter during the course of fire. 

Shooter will end the stage by putting down or holstering the last gun they intend to shoot. and turn to 

the Range officer and will always say, “I’m done!” 

You may not engage a steel rifle target with a NON-lead bullet at a range closer than 40 yards.  

You may engage any paper target at any range with any fire arm. 

All long guns must be re-staged in a barrel, muzzle down. 

All pistols must be returned to the holster or staged open and empty. 

Moving while shooting is allowed. 

Be SAFE 

Be SAFE 

Be SAFE 

But Have fun! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


